After the past years’ strangeness, faculty and students reflected on the little things that brought them happiness. The things we used to take for granted exerted their importance. Students and faculty voiced what/who they were grateful for within school.

Students and faculty voiced what/who they were grateful for within school.

“I am very thankful for the lunch lady, she is so good.”
- Paola Avazian ‘22

“I am grateful for the Cross Country team, they made me grow as a runner and I am grateful for it.”
- Gabriel Benulis ‘22

“I am thankful for my amazing teachers!”
- Sebastian Polik ‘24

“Being part of the Cross Country team helped me grow as a runner and I am grateful for it.”
- Lianna Alonso ‘25

“I am thankful for Mr. Kennedy, he is such a good teacher.”
- Patrick Valle-Riestra ‘24

“I am very thankful for Ms. Richardson, she is the sweetest!”
- Kathleen Lewis ‘22

“I am grateful for my amazing teachers!”
- Mariel Toledo ‘22

“The library is a safe space to study in.”
- Justin Fieler ‘24

“I am grateful for the music teacher, he helped me become a better singer.”
- Lia Fletcher ‘23

“The school spirit during football is always great. I love that everyone come together to cheer on the team.”
- Robert Noyes ‘25

“I am grateful to have had Mr. Kennedy as my math teacher.”
- Omaka Sharma ‘22

“I am grateful for the variety of classes that I can choose from.”
- Emily Miller ‘22

“I am grateful for swimming, it made me a comeback!”
- Maribel Toledo ‘22

“After the past years’ strangeness, faculty and students reflected on the little things that brought them happiness. The things we used to take for granted exerted their importance. Students and faculty voiced what/who they were grateful for within school.”

“I am grateful for in-person, events making a comeback, a return to normalcy.”
- Gabriella Montalvo ‘23

“I am super grateful for all the friends that I made throughout my years here.”
- Bakari Edwards ‘22

“I am very thankful for my runs and for the friends I made throughout.”
- Sabrina Bierman ‘22

“I am thankful for all of this,” senior Teresa Ariza said. “I couldn’t be happier to be back on campus full time for my last year of high school. I can experience all the good things that I thought I wouldn’t be able to. I’m super grateful for all of this.”
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